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Envisioning the future is something that we all regularly do. We like to
anticipate or forecast the future by creating models and scenarios rooted in
the empirical and the critical. Our future outlook in most cases is shaped by
our life perspectives, social contexts, and personal experiences.

In recent times, however, with the advent of technology, one has to digest
vast amounts of information to be able to determine the issues that might
shape our individual and collective future. While data and technology is
useful, there are other issues that are beyond or outside current paradigms.
These may, if properly explored, provide new inputs and could, if applied
strategically, transform how we create knowledge, strategy, plans, and
budgets. In a world that is experiencing rapid shifts in culture, social patterns
and mindsets, the way individuals perceive and interpret the world
(worldviews) plays a significant role in strategic development. The inner
signals of change and the need to construct a sense of self are an emerging
narrative and approach in institutional and personal development. The
importance of authenticity, creativity and self-transformation is expected to
drive growth in the 21st century.

This two day workshop will impart some of the most powerful exploratory
devices, concepts, and strategies in strategic futures practice. It aims to
capacitate individuals and organizations to explore many aspects of their
future. The focus is to enable participants to design their own personal and
institutional pathways and enhance their foresight capacities for adaptive
response, purposeful direction setting and strategic renewal in their
organizations.

Day 1

Futures Tools and Methods for Personal

and Institutional Development

Body Work and Presence

Sarkar Game

Futures Mirror

Introduction to Causal Layered Analysis

Triple Horizon

Futures Triangle

Futures Mirror

Day 2

A Model of Open Space Futures

Engagement and     Capacity Building
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Registration and Payment

Fee: 2,500 Php (Registration only covers
lunch, snack and dinner, futures kit, and
souvenir).

Room Rates:

1,000 (double sharing) for 2 nights
800 (triple sharing) for 2 nights
650 (4 occupancy) for 2 nights

You may want to check the site of the
venue at www.
http://www.nwu.edu.ph/index.php/internati
onal-house

Kindly complete the attached form, scan
and email to engagedforesight@gmail.com
on or before February 15, 2013.

Participants

Academe, Government, Corporate, Non-
Government Organization, Church,
Students, etc.

Limited to 25 participants only.

Prof. Marcus Bussey is Lecturer in World

History/Sustainable Futures and also

Research Fellow in Regional Futures with

the University of the Sunshine Coast’s

Sustainability Research Centre, Australia

and Visiting Fellow at Nanyang

Technological University’s S. Rajanatram

School of International Studies, Singapore.

Marcus has authored over 50 articles,

book chapters and encyclopedia entries

and co-authored books like Futures

Thinking and Social Foresight (with Richard

Slaughter), Neo-humanist Education

Futures: Liberating the Pedagogical

Intellect (with Sohail Inayatullah and

Ivanah Milojevic) and Alternative

Educational Futures. He has presented

papers on futures thinking, education,

social change, personal transformation and

community engagement in Taiwan,

Sweden, Serbia, Israel, India, Finland,

Denmark and the US.

Prof. Mavic Pineda is Lecturer, Consultant

and Researcher at the Center for ICT for

Development (CICT4D) at De La Salle

University, Manila. Mavic has taught social

media tools, emergency management, e-

commerce, supply chain management and

organization management for 20 years.

Also, she has lectured at the University

West, Trollhattan in Sweden. She has

partnered with Florida State University,

Victoria University among others on

various personal development learning

networks, disaster-risk management,

election, good governance and ICT projects

around the world. She has published and

presented in global wide summits and

journals.

ABOUT THE CENTER FOR ENGAGED FORESIGHT | The Center for Engaged Foresight (CEF) aims to bring futures thinking and action

foresight to people, businesses, communities, organizations, and movements in the Philippines and South East Asia. The Center specializes on

futures education and research, facilitation and engaged foresight.  The Center collaborates with the best in the futures field in designing

transformative and cutting edge events and projects that integrates creativity, experimentation and innovation. It integrates culture-based

narratives and metaphor thinking to help people explore the future and prepare them for a deeper, authentic and action-oriented transformation.

The goal is to help communities experience their bright futures today.


